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PREFACE 
This book deals with statistical inference of nonlinear 
regression models from two opposite points of view, namely the 
case where the functional forra of the model is completely 
specified as a known function of regressors and unknown para-
meters, and the opposite case where the functional form of the 
model is completely unknown. First it is assumed that the res-
ponse function of the regression model under review belongs to 
a certain wëll-specified parametric family of functional forms, 
by which estimation of the model merely amounts to estimation 
of the unknown parameters. For this class of models we review 
the asymptotic properties of the nonlinear least squares 
estimator for independent data as well as for time series. 
In practice assumptions on the functional form are often 
made on the basis of computational convenience rather than on 
the basis of precise a priori knowledge of the empirical 
phenomenon undér review. Therefore the linear regression model 
is still the most popular model specification in applied 
research. However, even if the specification of the functional 
form is based on sound theoretical considerations there is 
quite often a large range of functional forms that are theore-
tically admissible, so that there is no guarantee that the 
actually chosen functional form is true. Functional specifica-
tion of a parametric nonlinear regression model should there-
fore always be verified by conducting model misspecification 
tests. Various model misspecification tests will therefore be 
discussed, in particular consistent tests which have asymptotic 
power 1 against all deviations from the null hypothesis that 
the model is correct. 
The opposite case of parametric regression is nonparame-
tric regression. Nonparametric regression analysis is concerrted 
with estimation of a regression model without specifying in 
advance its functional form. Thus the only source of Infor-
mation abóut the functional form of the model is the data set 
itself. In this book we shall review various nonparametric 
regression approaches, with special emphasis on the kernél 
method, under various distributional assumptions. 
This book is divided into three parts. In the first part 
we review the elements of abstract próbability theory we need 
in part 2. Part 2 is devoted to the asymptotic theory of para-
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11. ARMAX MODELS: ESTIMATION AND TESTING 
In this chapter we first consider the asymptotic proper-
ties of least squares estimators of the parameters of a linear 
ARMAX models, and then we extend the results involved to non-
linear ARMAX models. A new feature of our approach is that we 
allow the X-variables to be stochastic time series themselves, 
possibly depending on lagged Y-values. Moreover, we allow the 
data generating process to be heterogeneous. Furthermore, we 
propose consistent tests of the null hypothesis that the errors 
are martingale differences, and a less general but easier test 
of the null hypothesis that the errors are uncorrelated. Most 
of these results are obtained by a further elaboration of the 
results in Bierens (198/). 
11.1 Estimatlon of linear ARMAX models 
11.1.1 Introduction 
We recall that, given a k-variate time series process 
{(Yt.'X,;)}, where Yt and the k-1 components of X,. are real-
valued random- variables, the linear ARMAX model assumes the 
form: 
(l-SP=lQsLs)Yt - fi + EJ.^'L-Xt + (l+S^l7sLs)Ut, (11.1.1) 
where L is the usual lag operator, (M e R, as e R, /3S € Rk_1 and 
7S e R are unknown paraneters, the Ut's are the errors and p, q 
and r are natura! numbjrs specified in advance. The exclusion 
of Xt in this model is io loss of generality, as we may replace 
Xt by X^ - X t + 1 . 
The correctness of this linear ARMAX model specification 
now corresponds to the null hypothesis 
H0: E(Ut|(Yt.1,3Ct..1),(Yt.2,Xt.2)I ) = 0 a.s. (11.1.2) 
for each t. Assuming that the lag polynomial l+Sj=17sLs is 
invertible, this hypothesis implies that the ARMAX model 
(11.1.1) represents tha mathematical expectation of Yt con-
ditional on the entire past of the process. 
The ARMAX model specification is particularly suitable 
for macroeconomic vector time series modeling without imposing 
a priori restrictions irescribed by macroeconomic theory. Such 
macroeconomic analysis las been advocated and conducted by Sims 
1 
(1980, 1981) and Doan, Litterman and Sims (1984) in the frame-
work of unrestricted vector autoregressions and observable 
index models. Cf. Sargent and Sims(1977) for the latter models. 
The advantage of ARMAX nodels over the VAR models used by Sims 
(1980) is that ARMAX models allow an infinite lag structure 
with a parsimonious parametrisation, by which we get a 
tractable model that may better reflect the strong dependence 
of macroeconomic time series. 
Estimation of the parameters of a linear ARMAX model for 
the case that the X,. ' s are exogenous (in the sense that the 
X^'s are either nonstochastic or independent of the Ut's) has 
been considered by Hannan, Duinsmuir and Deistier (1980), among 
others. This estimation theory, however, is not straight-
forwardly applicable to the model under review. The condition 
that the X,. ' s are exoge.ious is too strong a condition, as then 
feedback from Yt to ^ is excluded. Also, we do not assume that 
the errors Ut are Gaussian or independent, but merely that (Ut) 
is a martingale difference sequence. 
We recall that the ARMAX model (11.1.1) represents the 
conditional expectatior of Yt given the entire past of the 
process {(Yt,Xt)), provLded condition (11.1.2) holds and the MA 
lag polynomial 1+S^=17S ^ s is invertible. We then have 
E(Yt|(Yt.1,Xt.1),(Yt.2, X t . 2 ) , ) 
- p / (1 + £f=17s> 
+ {(Sf=1a sL s + 2 ^ l 7 s L s ) / ( l + S | = l T s L s )}Y t 
+ { ( S ^ y V ^ V a + Sf^TsL^IX,, a . s . (11.1.3) 
and 
Ut = Yt - E ( Y t | ( Y t . . . , X t . 1 ) , ( Y t . 2 , X t . 2 ) , . . . ) a . s . (11.1.4) 
Since the MA lag polynonial can be wri t ten as 
1 + 2 ^ l 7 s L s = IF = 1 (1 - ASL), 
where Ax_1 , ^a_1 ire ^ts P°ssibly complex- valued roots, 
invertibility requires |AS| < 1 for s=l,...,r. In particular, 
for 0 < 5 < 1 the set 
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Tg - {(7i,...,7q)' s R*: |A,| < .1-5 for s-1 q} (11.1.5) 
is a compact set of vectors (75. ...... ,7 )' with this property. 
The compactness of F§ follows from the fact that the 7S ' s are 
continuous functions of Ax A , hence Tg is the continuous 
image of a compact set and therefore compact itself. Cf. Royden 
(1968, Proposition 4, p. 158). 
From now on we assume that there are known compact 
subsets M o f R, A of Rp, B of R(k~1)r and Ts of Rq such that, 
if (11.1.2) is true, 
i 
p e M, (olf . . ,Op)' € A, (px' , ...,/3r')' e B and 
(11.1.6) 
(7i 7 q)' e YS 
Stacking all these parameters in a vector 90 : 
90 - (A«,a1,..>apf^1'I..f/9r',7lf...,7|I)' (11.1.7) 
and denoting the parameter space by 
9 - MxAxBxr5 C Rm with m• - 1 + p + (k-l)r + q, (11.1.8) 
which is a compact set, we thus have 60 e 9 if (11.1.2) is 
true. 
Denoting Zt = (^t,Xt')'t the conditional expectation 
(11.1.3) can now be written as 
E<VK-i>zt-2'---> = <?<*o) + 2?.i»?.(*o)'Zt-.. (11-1.9) 
where 
<p{60) - A*/(1 + 25srl7,) 
and the r/s (.) are coïitinuously different iab Ie vector-valued 
functions defined by: 
(1 + ^=17sLs)(X-, l J7s(0o)Ls) 
= (2?=1asLs + 2 ^ l 7 s L s , S;; = 1 / ? S ' L S ) ' (11 .1 .10) 
3 
I t i s no t too ha rd to v e r i f y t h a t each component rji s (0) of 
r)s(&) s a t i s f i e s 
I%=lsuVeeQ\rl.iS(6)\ < co, (11 .1 .11 ) 
2 ? = i S u p ö e Q | ( a / 3 ^ ) » ? i i S ( ö ) | < =0 ( j = l , 2 , . . . , m ) (11 .1 .12 ) 
2 ? = i S u p ö e © | 0 / a ^ . ) ( a / 3 ^ ) » 7 . ( S ( ö ) | < co ( j , i = l , 2 , . . . . . , m ) 
\ ' ( n . i . 1 3 ) 
etc. Cf. exercise 1.These properties will play a crucial role 
in our estimation theory. In particular, the model (11.1.3) can 
now be written as a nonlinear regression model: 
Yt = gt(*0) + Ut. (11.1.14) 
where the response func :ion 
gt(0) = <p(6) + S^i/.WZ,.., (11.1.15) 
and its first and second partial derivatives are well-defined 
random functions. 
Assuming that only Z1,...,Zn have been observed, we now 
propose to estimate 80 by nonlinear least squares, as follows. 
Let 
gt(0) - cp(9) + ^ ^ ( 0 ) ' Z t _ s if t > 2, 
(11.1.16) 
gt(ö) = cp{e) if t < ï. 
Thus (11.1.16) is gt(0"' with Zt set equal to the zero vector 
for t < 1. Alternativel/, we may set Zt = Zx for t < 1, but for 
convenience the analysr's below will be conducted for the case 
(11.1.16) only. Moreover, denote 
Q(0) = (l/n)S^=1{ft - gt(0))2. (11.1.17) 
A 
Then the proposed le-tst squares estimator 9 of 9Q is a 
(measurable) solution c'f 
4 
« € 8 : Q(fl) - izi£deeQ(8) . (11.1.18) 
Similar to the results !.n chapter 4 we can set forth conditions 
such that under the nul., hypothesis (11.1.2), 
Jn(8-ê0) -> Nm(0,n1"102fl1"1) in distr. , (11.1.19) 
where üx is the probabiiity limit of 
Qj. - (i/n)s^,1{(a/ar)it(ö)}{(a/aö)it(ö)} (11.1.20) 
and Q2 i's t^ie probability limit of 
Q2 - (l/n)2°=1{Yt-gt(ö)}2{(3/ar)gt(ö)}{(3/3ö)lt(ö)). 
{ (11.1.21) 
Moreover, when the nuli hypothesis (11.1.2) is false we show 
"Je 
that there exists ad S 9 such that 
plimn-*J - e*. (11.1.22) 
11.1.2 Consistency and asymptotlc normalitj 
In this section
 ;we set forth conditions such that the 
results in section 11.1.1 hold. 
Assumption 11.1.1. The data generating process (Zt) in Rk , with 
Zt = (Yt ,Xt')', is y-stable in L1 with respect to an a or <p-mix-
ing base, where either S?!,0^(j) < » or 2°° 0^a:(j) < °°, and is 
properly heterogeneous; Moreover, supt E | Zt | ^ +* < « for some 
8 > 0. ; 
(Cf. Definitions 9.2.2, 9.2.3 and 9.4.1 and theorem 9.4.1). 
In the sequel we shall denote the base involved by (vt) where 
vt e V with V a Euclidean space, and the mean process of (Zt) 
(cf. definition 9.4.1) will be denoted by (Z*) . It should be 
noted that the error Ut of the ARMAX model (11.1.1) need not be 
a component of vt , as it is possible that the Ut ' s themselves 
are generated by a one-sided infinite sequence of vt's. 
If we would make the strict stationarity assumption then 
5 
assumption 11.1.1 simplifies to: 
Assumption 11.1.1*. There exist a strictly stationary a or cp-
mixing process (vt) in a Euclidean space V, with a and cp the 
same as in assumption 11.1.1, and a Borel measurable mapping G 
from the space of one-sided infinite sequences in V into Rk 
such that 
Zt = (Yt.Xt')' - G(vt,vt.1,vt.2 ) a.s. 
Moreover, E|Zt j 4 + 5 < « for some S > 0. 
Thus assumption 11.1.1* implies assumption 11.1.1. The proof 
of this proposition follows straightforwardly from theorem 
9.2.2 and the f act that by the strict stationarity assumption 
the proper heterogeneity condition automatically holds with 
mean process (Zt). 
Next consider the function Q(0) defined by (11.1.17). Let 
Y* be the first component of Z* and let 
Q(0) = E{Y* -
 9(9) - 2£=lf?s(0)'Z*s}2. (11.1.23) 
Then it follows from theorem 9.4.1: 
Theorem 11.1.1. Under assumption 11.1.1, 
plim^+eoSupjgelQC*)' - Q(0)| = 0. 
Proof: Condition (9.4.1) is implied by (11.1.11). Since the 
function ^ in theorem^ 9.4.1 is now ^(.) = (.)2, condition 
(9.4.2) holds with n ..-> 1. The other conditions of theorem 
9.4.1 follow now from assumption 11.1.1. Q.E.D. 
Next, we assume 
Assumption 11.1.2. Ther3 exists a unique 0* € 8 such that 
Q(0*) = inf0e0Q(0). 
Since 9 is compact and Q(#) is continuous there is always a 0* 
in 9 which minimizes Q(0) over 9. Thus the actual contents of 
6 
this assumption is the uniqueness of 0*. If the null hypothesis 
(11.1.2) is true then 9* = 90 , so that assumption 11.1.2 then 
identifies the parameters of model (11.1.1). However, this 
assumption is also supposed to hold in the case that the null 
hypothesis (11.1.2) is ialse. 
Applying theorem 4.2.1 it follows from theorem 11.1.1 and 
assumption 11.1.2: 
Theorem 11.1.2. Under assumptions 11.1.1 and 11.1.2 the least 
A 
squares estimator 9 defined by (11.1.18) satisfies 
A 
plim^ajö = 9*. 
This proves ( 1 1 . 1 . 2 2 ) . 
A 
Next we show the consistency and asymptotic normality of 9 
under the assumption -hat (11.1.2) holds for each t. Since 
(11.1.1) and (11.1.2) are equivalent to (11.1.9), we now 
assume: 
Assumption 11.1.3. Theie exists a point 90 in an open convex 
subset 90 of 9, such that (11.1.9) holds for each t. 
This assumption is hardly a condition. The sets M, A, and B 
[cf. (11.1.6) and (11.1.8)] can be chosen to be the closures of 
open convex sets M0, A0 and B0, respectively, whereas the set 
r0,S = {(7i,--.,7q)''é.R*: As < 1-8 for s-1,2,...,q) 
(cf. (11.1.5)) is for S e (0,1) the continuous image of an open 
set and therefore open itself, with closure Tg. Assuming that 
70 corresponding to 90 is an interior point of F$ for some 5, 
hence 70 e TQ 5, there exists an open convex neighborhood r0 of 
70 contained in Tg. Thus 90 = M0xA0xB0xr0 (cf. (11.1.7)) is 
then an open convex subset of 9. 
In order to establish the consistency of the least squares 
estimator 9 it suffices to show that 90 minimizes Q(0), as then 
by the uniqueness condition in assumption 11.1.2, 9* must be 
equal to 9Q . To show this, let 
Q(0) - (l/n)Z£=1{ft - cp(9) - 2£=177s(0)'Zt.s)2. (11.1.24) 
7 
It follows from lemmas 9.4.2 and 9.4.3 that 
liain^ oSupflgelE Q(0 - Q(0)| = 0 (11.1.25) 
and from (11.1.4) and (11.1.9) it follows that under assumption 
11.1.3 
E Q(0) - (l/n)2£.JE U2 
+ (l/n)S£=1E{p(0) ->(*„) +2^.1(i7,(«) - r,s (90 )) 'Zt.8 }2 . 
(11.1.26) 
Consequently, under assumption 11.1.3 we have: 
Q(0) - limn^o^.^ U2. 
•+ E{<p(0) - ?(0O) + S ^ (*,(*) ->7s(0Q))'Z*s}2. 
(11.1.27) 
Clearly 0O minimizes Q(0) and hence 9Q = 0*. This proves: 
Theorem 11.1.3. Under assumptions 11.1.1, 11.1.2 and 11.1.3, 
A 
The asymptotic normality proof follows the classical 
lines. Cf. chapter 4. Thus we first apply the mean value 
theorem to (8/d9i)Q(9) ' where 9i is the i-th component of 9. 
This yields 
(3/30.)Q(0) - id/U^Wo) 
+ (6 - 0o)'(a/aö')(3/3(9i)Q(?<i)), (11.1.28) 
with 0(l) a mean value satisfying 
|? ( i ) - 90 | < \9 • 9Q | a.s. (11.1.29) 
A 
Theorem 11.1.3 and assumption 11.1.3 imply that 9 is an 
A 
interior point of 8 with probability converging to 1. Thus 9 
8 
and #(l) are with probablity converging to 1 contained in the 
open convex subset 90 of 9. Cf. assumption 11.1.3. Consequent-
ly, we have similarly to (4.2.7), 
plimn^Jn(d/d9i)Q(.h - 0. (11.1.30) 
The next step is to establish 
plimn-ooC (8/80 ') (d/3d1 )Q(?<x > ) (8/80 '){8/80mnO{xa) )) 
- 20!, (11.1.31) 
where üx is a nonsingular matrix, and the last step is to show 
Md/8O')Q(0O) -Nm(Q,402). (11.1.32) 
Combining (11.1.28) through (11.1.32) then yields 
JnCo - 00) - Nm(0,Qi1fl2nï1) in distr. (11.1.33) 
For proving (11.1.31) and (11.1.32) the following lemma is 
convenient. Let 
g*(0) = <P(9) + 5^=1^s((?)'Z?s, (11.1.34) 
where we recall that (Z*) is the mean process of (Zt). 
Lemma 11.1.1: Under assumptions 11.1.1 and 11.1.3, 
E(Y* - g*(Oa))Z*s-= 0 for s - 1,2,.., 
where Y* i s the f i r s t cjmponent of Z*. 
Proof: Since E ( Y t - g t ( 9 0 ) ) Z t _ s - E U t Z t _ s = 0 under assumption 
11 .1 .3 and s ince by theorem 9 . 4 . 1 , 
limn^00E(Y t - g t ( 0 o ) ) Z t _ s - E(Y* - g * ( ö 0 ) ) Z * s , 
the lemma follows. O.E.D. 
Now consider the dsrivatives 
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(d/ae^Qid) - -2(i/n)E^=1(Yt - it(e))(d/d9.)-gt(d), 
(5/aei)(a/aöj)Q(ö) 
= 2(l/n)2£=1{<d/89i )gt(9)}{(8/89^ )gt(8)} 
- 2(1/11)2^, {Yt - gt(9))(d/89i)(8/89i)gt(9). 
It follows front theorem 9.4.1 and (11.1.11), (11.1.12) and 
(11.1.13) that 
Lemma 11.1.2. Under assumptions 11.1.1 and 11.1.2, 
plimn^sup^el (l/n)2£=1 { (8/d9i )gt (0)) [8/89. )gt (9) ) 
- E{(3/30.)g*(0)H(3/30.)g*(0)}| - 0 
(11.1.35) 
and 
p l i m n . w m p 0 e 0 | ( l / n ) Z £ = 1 { Y t - g t ( 0 ) } (8/88L ) ( 3 / 3 ^ ) g t (9) 
- E(Y* - g * ( 0 ) ) ( 3 / 3 0 . ) ( 3 / 3 0 . ) g * ( 0 ) | - 0, 
(11 .1 .36) 
Proof; We only prove (11.1.35). The proof of (11.1.36) is left 
as exercise 2. We verif/ the conditions of theorem 9.4.1. For t 
> 2 we have 
(8/88i)gt(8) = (8/880^(9) +^:l(a/30i)ti„(e)'Zt_a, 
hence 
{(8/89^^(9)} {(8/89^^(9)) - {(8/89L )cp(8) } { (8/88 i )cp(8)} 
+ ^2(^;ir<3)(ö)'zt.s), 
where 
10 
r < 1 5 ( 0 ) ' = {(d/ddi)<p(9)}{(d/80i)r,s(9)>}, 
Fi2>(8)' = {(d/d83)<p(6)}{(d/d0i)rls(8)'}, 
^ (a /a^)»7 s (^) ' J 
and fo r £, £x , £2 e R, ^ ( f ) = £, V>2(£i>£2) - £ i?2- Moreover, 
the parameter /i i n ( 9 . 4 . 2 ) i s 
fi — 0 fo r ^x , p = 1 fo r ^2 . 
Now part (11.1.35) of the lemma follows easily from (11.1.11), 
(11.1.12), assvunptions 11.1.1 and 11.1.2 and theorem 9.4.1. The 
proof of (11.1.36) is similar. Q.E.D. 
Next, observe that lemma 11.1.1 implies 
E(Y* - g*(ö0))(3/3Öi)(a/a^)g*(ö0) = 0. (11.1.37) 
Since 
plimn^?. - 8Q . 
because of (11.1.29) and theorem 11.1 .3 , (11.1.31) follows; from 
(11.1.35) , (11.1.36) and (11.1.37) with 
Q1 = E{(3/atf ')g*(*o)HO/3*)g*(*o>}. (11.1.38) 
The non-singularity of üt cannot be derived, but has to 
be assumed as part of the identification assumption. Moreover, 
in order that this matrix is also defined in the case that the 
null hypothesis (11.1.2) fails to hold we redefine Qx as 
a1 = E{(a/aö')g*(0*)H(a/30)g*(0*)}. (11.1.39) 
Since 9* = 80 under the null hypothesis, there is no loss of 
generality in doing so. 
Assumption 11.1.4. The matrix flx defined by (11.1.39) is non-
singular. 
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This assumption is part of the set of maintained hypotheses 
which are assumed to hold regardless whether or not the null 
hypothesis is true. 
A 
Using lemma 11.1.2 it easily follows that the matrix Qt 
defined by (11.1.20) is a consistent estimator of Qx : 
Lemma 11.1.3. Under assumptions 11.1.1 and 11.1.2, 
A 
Note that assumption 11.1.3 is not needed for this result, due 
to the more general definition (11.1.39) of Q1 . 
For proving (11.1.32), we observe first that 
yn(3/30.)Q(0o) 
- -2(l/yn)S£=1(Ut + gt(0o) - It(ö0))(a/a^)gt(öo) 
- -2(i/yn)s»=1üt(a/aö.)it(ö0) 
+ 2(1/^)^0^(00) - lt(öQ))(3/a^)gt(Ö0). 
(11.1.40) 
Secondly, we shall prove: 
plimn^(l/yn)2£=1(gt(0o) - gfc(0o)(3/30.)gt(0o) = 0 , 
(11.1.41) 
so that 
plimn^co{yn(a/aöi)Q(^) + 2(1/7^2^^0/30,^(00)} = 0 
(11.1.42) 
Thirdly, denoting 
x
„,t = Ut(a/30)lt(0o)e, (11.1.43) 
cf. theorem 9.1.7, whers £ is an arbitrary non-random vector in 
Rm, we show that (Xn ) is a sequence of martingale differences 
for which the martingale central limit theorem 9.1.7 applies: 
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(l /yn)S£= 1Xn > t - N(0,a2) in d i s t r . , (11.1.44) 
where 
a2 = p l im n ^ 0 0 ( l /n )S^ 1 X n J - £'n2£ (11.1.45) 
with 
Q2 - E(Y* - g*(^*.))2{(a/5ö')g*(ö*)}{(a/aog*(^)}. 
(11.1.46) 
From these results it then follows 
yn(3/30)Q(0o)£ •* N(0,£'O>£) in distr. for every £ e Rm, 
(11.1.47) 
which implies (11.1. 32) jl 
For proving (ll.li41) we need the following extension of 
(11.1.11). 
Lemma 11.1.4. For s-*» and i=l, ,m, 
svP9ed\li,,W\ - 0(s«(l-,S)s), 
where 5 is defined by (11.1.5). 
Proof: It follows from (11.1.5) that 
(i + ^ ^ s L 3 ) - 1 = TC-id - KV'1 - Tlï-i(35-o^) 
9 9 9 
i
— o ^ 1 + i 2 + . . . + i r = s , i . = 0 , 1 , 2 , . , s A l A 2 • • • • A r ; J J 
and 
9 9 9 
V i 1 i 2 i r 
A i 1 + i 2 + . . .+ ,e r - s , i j -O,1 ,2 , . ,s x 2 r 
* V ^ . . .+ i r=s, i j=o,i ,2 , . , s ( 1 " 5)S * s < a - * > ' -
Combining these results with (11.1.10), the lemma easily 
follows. Q.E.D. 
Using this lemma, Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact 
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that 
S^.tsq(l-5)" = 0(^(1-5)*) 
we see that there are constants C* and C** such that 
E|(l/yn)Z£
 = 1(gt(0o) - gt (0O)) (3/30. )gt(0o)| 
< (l/yn)S^1Sf=ths(50)|E|Zt.s||(a/5ö.)It(^)| 
< (l/yn)S^1Sf=fcC*s<ï(l-5)s(E|Zt.s|2)^(E|(a/a^)It(Ö0)|2)i5 
< supt(E|Zt|2)i5(l/yn)S^.!l(2f,tC*s^(l-5)s)(E|(a/aö.)It(ö0)|2)ii 
* C**(l/yn)2g.1t«(l-«)fc(E| (3/3^)8,. («o)!2)**. (11.1.48) 
Moreover, denoting. 
Ps - max. |O/30. )i7,(tf0)|, Po = max. | (3/30. )<p(0o ) | 
we have from (11.1.12) and Liapounov's inequality, 
E| (d/86.)it(60)\z <E\Po + ^ = 1P s|Z t.J| 2 
< 2p2 + 2(^ l P s)S" = 1p sE|Z t.J 2 
< 2p\ + 2(Sf,lPs)2-suptE|Zt|2. (11.1.49) 
Thus the right hand sida of (11.1.48) is of order 
0((l/yn)2^=1t<ï(l-5)t) = 0(l/yn) 
and converges therefore to zero. Now (11.1.41) follows from 
Cheb i shev's ine quali ty. 
With Xn fc defined by (11.1.43), condition (9.1.14) and 
thus condition (9.1.13) of theorem 9.1.7 follows from 
ElXn,ti2+5* * E{|Jt|2+5*.max.1(3/30.)it(0o)|2+5*}U|2+5* 
< ( E l ü J ^ Z ^ W ^ E l (3/3^)8,(^0) |4+2«*)>.|
€
|2+«* 
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< (24+2S*E|Yj4+2é*E|g-t(0o)|4+2S*)^ 
x max^EUcVa^)!^^)! 4^ 5*)^!?! 2^* 
and the f act that suptEjZt|4+2° < oo implies 
suptE|Ytj4+25* < *, 
and, similarly to (11.1.49), 
suptE|gt(0o)|4+2** < co and suptE| (3/89t )gt (6Q ) |4+2** < «. 
The 8* fox which this holds must therefore be smaller than HS, 
with 5 as in assumption 11.1.1. 
Condition (9.1.12) of theorem 9.1.7 follows easily from 
theorem 9.4.1, where er2 is given by (11.1.45) and (11.1.46). So 
(11.1.47) is proved. 
Furthermore, we note that similarly to lemma 11.1.3 we 
have: 
Lemma 11.1.5. Under assumptions 11.1.1 en 11.1.2, 
A 
plimn^co02 = fi2 . 
Proof: Exercise 3. 
Summarizing, we have: 
Theorem 11.1.4. Under assumptions 11.1.1 through 11.1.4, 
Jn(d - 60) - Nm(0;,Q-1Q2n-1) in distr. (11.1.50) 
and under assumptions 11.1.1, 11.1.2 and 11.1.4, 
plimn-+coQï1a,QÏ1 — GÏ^QÏ 1. (11.1.51) 
Note that assumption 11.1.3 is not needed for (11.1.51). 
However, if assumption 11.1.3 does not hold then fi^fijQ^1 is no 
longer the variance matrix of the limiting distribution of 9. 
Moreover, note that nou-singularity of Qz is not required: if 
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02 is singular the liirlting normal distribution (11.1.50) is 
singular too. 
Exercises: 
1. Prove (11.1.11), (11.1.12) and (11.1.13) 
2. Prove (11.1.36) 
3. Prove lemma 11.1.5. 
11.2 Estimation of nonlinear ARMAX models 
In this section we consider the asymptotic properties of 
the least squares parameter estimators of model (10.4.1): 
Yt ' g(Zt_l'-->Zt-P>A>> + Ut +Sj-170,jUt_j, 0o 6 B, 
(11.2.1) 
with B C Rr a parameter space. Let again 
70 -' (7o,i....70,.q)' e r8> 
where r$ is defined by (11.1.5) and let 
0.o - G8o ' ,70 ' ) ' . 9 = B X T5 C Rm , with m = r+q. 
Since the lag polynomial 1 + E«?=17SLS is invertible, we can 
write. 
2?-o'.<T)L" = (1 f S^^T.L-)- 1, 
where the ps(y)'s are continuously differentiable functions on 
T^ such that 
P0(7) = 1, 
sr-is«P7er«l^^>l < 0 ° ' dl.2.2) 
2?-1sup7er51(a/a7t)p,(7)| < -, I-l,..,q, (11.2.3) 
2^=1sup7er5|(a/a7i)(3/a7j)ps(7)| < -, i,j-l,.,q. (11.2.4) 
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Cf. (11.1.11), (11.1.12), (11.1.13). Similarly to (11.1.15) we 
can write the model in ïonlinear ARX(») form as 
Yt = gt(0) + Ut, 
where now 
gtCO = 5?=0ps(7)g(Zt.1,..>Zt.p^). (11.2.5) 
Moreover, similarly to (11.1.16) we truncate the response func-
tion gt(6) to 
&<*> = Sst;P-1/3s(r)g(Zt.1,..)Zt.p,J9) for t > p+1, 
(11.2.6) 
lt(8) = 0 for t < p+1, 
and we define the least squares estimator 8 of $0 as a 
(measurable) solution of 
* e 9 : Q(0) - inffteeQ(tf), 
where 
Q(0) = (l/(n-p))2j?=p+1{Yt - It(0)}2. 
Now assume: 
Assumption 11.2.1. 
(a) The process (Zt) is v-stable in L1 with respect to a <p- or 
a-mixing base, where ei:her 2?
 0<p(j) < » or Sf=0a(j) < °°. 
(b) The function g(w,d) is for each w e Rpk a continuous 
real function on B, anc1. for each y3 6 B a Borel measurable real 
function on Rpk, where B is a compact subset of Rr. 
(c) The process (Zt) i-s setwise or pointwise properly hetero-
geneous. 
(d) If (Zt) is pointwit.e properly heterogeneous then g(w,/3) is 
continuous on RpkxB. 
(e) For some S > 0, 
suptE|Zt|4+* < «o, suptE supj8eB|g(Zt_1,..,Zt_p,/3)|4+* < co. 
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Let similarly to (11.1.23) 
Q(0) - E{Y* - ^ 0ps(7)g(Z*1.s,..,Z*p.s,yS)}2. 
where Y* and Z*. are the same as before. Then 
Theorem 11.2.1. Under assumption 11.2.1, 
pl±mn^o0sn-pgGQ\q(e) - Q(0)| = 0. 
Proof: We verify the conditions of theorems 9.4.2 and 9.4.3. 
Let for w - (wx , . . . ,w1+pk ) ' e R1+-P* , 
7s(0,w) - wx - g(w2,..,w1+pk,0) if s - 0, 
7s(0,w) - -Ps(7)g(w2,.•.w1+pk,£) if s > 1, 
and let 
ps - sup7ers|ps(7)|, 
b(w) - |Wl| + sup/geB|g(w2,..,w1 + pk,£)t„ 
Note that b(w) is continuous on R1+I?k if g(w2 , . . ,w1+ k,/3) is 
continuous in all its arguments. Cf. theorem 1.6.1. Then 
suPöeel7s(^,w) | < /9sb(w), Sf_0ps < ». 
The latter result foliows from (11.2.2). Moreover, denoting 
Wt = (Yt,Zt_x>,...,Zt„p>)' 
it foliows from assumption 11.2.1 that (Wfc) is y-stable in L1 
with respect to a cp- ox a-mixing base and that 
supfcE|b(Wt)|2+* < ». 
The theorem under review now easily foliows from theorems 9.4.2 
and 9.4.3. Q.E.D. 
Next, assume: 
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Assumptlon 11.2.2. Theru exists a unique 6* € 0 such that 
Q(0*) - in£eeQQ(9 . 
Assumption 11.2.3. There exists a point 90 in an open convex 
subset 0O of 0, such that for each t, 
E(Yt|Zt_lfZt.2,.. ) - gt(0) a.s. 
Then similarly to theorems 11.1.2 and 11.1.3 we have: 
Theorem 11.2.2. Under assumptions 11.2.1 and 11.2.2, 
. plimn_>oo0 - 9*. 
Theorem 11.2.3. Under a»sumptions 11.2.1, 11.2.2 and 11.2.3, 
A 
plinifl-Kotf — 90 . 
A 
The proof of the asymptotic normality of $ is left as an 
exercise. We only give here the additional assumptions invol-
ved. 
Assumption 11.2.U. The function g(w,/3) is for each w e Rpk 
twice continuously differentiable on B. If (Zt) is pointwise 
properly heterogeneous then for i, ix , i2=l, . . ,r, (3/3^ )g(w,/3) 
and (d /dPi )(3/3£i )g(*,£) are continuous functions on RpkxB. 
Moreover, for i,ix ,i2=l,..,r and some 5 > 0, 
suPtE| (3/3^)g(Zt ., , . . ,Zt.p ,£) |4+« < =o, 
suptE|(3/3/3ii)(3/3/Ji2)g(Zt_1,..,Zt_p,£)|2+S < co. 
A A 
Let Q1, Qz , Qx and Q2 be defined as in section 11.1.2, with n 
replaced by n-p and g (9) replaced by 
g*(0) = 2^=0ps(7)g(Z*1.s,..,Z*p.s,^), (11.2.7) 
and assume: 
Assumption 11.2.5. The natrix flx is nonsingular. 
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Then 
Theorem 11.2.<4. Under a s s u m p t i o n s 1 1 . 2 . 1 t h r o u g h 1 1 . 2 . 5 , 
7 ( n - p ) Ce - 90) •* Nr + q ( 0 , f i ï 1 Q 2 n ï 1 ) i n d i s t r . 
and u n d e r a s s u m p t i o n s I J . . . 2 . 1 , 1 1 . 2 . 2 , 1 1 . 2 . 4 and 1 1 . 2 . 5 , 
plimn-MoQÏ1 fl2 Q j l = Qj 1 Q 2 Q^ x . 
£xercise: 
1. Prove theorem 11.2.4 along the lines of the proof of theorem 
11.1.4. 
11.3 A consistent N(0,1) model specificatlon test 
In Bierens (1984) we have proposed a consistent model 
specification test for nonlinear time series regressions. This 
test tests the null hypothesis that the errors of a nonlinear 
ARX(p) model obey a condition of the type (11.1.2). This model 
specification test is in principle also applicable to the ARMAX 
case considered in sections 11.1 and 11.2. A disadvantage of 
this test, however, is that the distribution of the test 
statistic under the null hypothesis is of an unknown type, so 
that the critical region of the test involved had to be derived 
on the basis of Chebishev's inequality for first absolute 
moments. This approach will lead, of course, to overestimating 
the effective type I error of the test, as Chebishev's 
inequality is not very sharp. Moreover, this test is quite 
laborious for relativ.ily large data sets and models. On the 
other hand, the test involved is consistent in the sense that 
any model misspecification will be detected as the sample, size 
grows to infinity, provided the data generating process is 
strictly stationary. To the best of our knowle.dge no other 
model specification test for time series regressions has this 
consistency property. 
We shall now propose a new test which has a known 
limiting distribution under the null hypothesis and is 
consistent in the abov-j sense. In particular, in this section 
we shall construct a test statistic 7nT, say, with the property 
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that under the null hypothesis (11.1.2), 7nT -* N(0,1) in dis-
tribution as n -+ », whereas under the altemative hypothesis 
that (11.1.2) does not hold and under the .stationarity 
hypothesis, plimI1-+ot>ynT = «. This test is a further elaboration 
of the test of Bierens (1987), and is reminiscent of the con-
sistent conditional moment tests in chapter 5. 
The consistency of our test requires that assumption 
11.1.1* holds. Thus, strict stationarity of (Zt) and thus of 
{(Ut , Zfc)} is part of our maintained hypothesis. Some of our 
results below also hold under data heterogeneity. This will be 
indicated by not explicitly referring to assumption 11.1.1*. 
The reason for imposing the stationarity assumption is that 
under data heterogeneity the null hypothesis (11.1.2) may be 
false for only finitely many t's. Clearly, no test based on 
asymptotic arguments can detect this. 
Let Ut - Yt - gt <•**), where gt is defined by (11.2.5) 
and 9* is defined in assumption 11.2.2. The null hypothesis of 
a correct model specification can now be restated as 
H0: P{E(Ut|Zt.lfZt.2,Zt.3f...)-0} - 1 . (11.3.1) 
The altemative hypothesis we consider is that H0 is false. 
Under stationarity this general altemative hypothesis becomes 
Hi: P{E(üt|Zt.1>Z1.2,Zt.3>...)-0} < 1. (11.3.2) 
Let us assume for the moment that Hx is true. Then theorem 
9.1.5 implies that thers exists an integer i0 such that 
suPi>iQP{E(Ut|zt(^,Zt(^, ) - 0} < 1, (11.3.3) 
where Z£^) is the vector of components of Zt rounded off to 1 
decimal digits. Cf. exercise 1. Since {(Ufc,Zfc)} is strictly 
stationary, i0 is independent of t. Because the process (Z^*/) 
is rational-valued, we may now apply theorem 10.3.3: 
Lemma 11.3.1. Let assumptions 10.3.2, 11.1.1* and 11.2.1 hold. 
There exists a subset N of Rk + 1 with Lebesgue measure zero 
such that (11.3.3) implies 
supi2J0P{E(Ut|2£_1r"-1e'z(f)) - 0} < 1 
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for all (£,r) e Rkx(-1,1)\N. 
Proof: Let 8* = C/9*', 7*')' and 
U<J> = Yt - sJ;Pp,(7*)g(Zt.1.Bf..,Zt.p.,fj8*) 
Cf. (11.2.5). ThenU<j) e F^.j [cf. assumption 10.3.2] and 
E|Ut - U« J > | SSr.j+p+1|p8(7*)|E|g(Zt.1.B,..>Zt.p.s>/3*)| 
•* 0 as j -* », 
Consequently, 
ElEOJjE^r'-^'zCf)) - E C U ^ M ^ i ^ ' ^ ' Z ^ ) ) ! 
< E | U t - U < j > | •* 0 as j •* co ( 1 1 . 3 . 4 ) 
and 
E | E ( U t | z t < ^ , Z t C ^ , . . . ) - E ( U ^ > | Z $ i } , 2 ^ , . . . > ] 
< E | U t - U < j ) | -• .0 as j -+ « . ( 1 1 . 3 . 5 ) 
Moreover, from theorem 10.3.3 and assumption 10.3.2 it follows 
that there exists a subset EU % of R*"1"1 with Lebesgue measure 
zero such that for all (£,r) e .Rkx('-l,l)\Nj ^., 
E(Ui^\z£ê},z(P2,...) = ECU^MS^-ii-'-^'Z^,)). dl.3.6) 
Combining (11.3.4), (11.3.5) and (11.3.6) and taking for N the 
union of all the sets Nj j;, the lemma follows. G.E.D. 
Next, we combine lemma 11.3.1 with lemma 3.3.1: 
Lemma 11.3.2. Let rj> be an arbitrary bounded Borel measurable 
one-to-one mapping from R into R. Let the conditlons of lemma 
11.3.1 hold. There exr.sts a subset S of Rk + 2 with Lebesgue 
measure zero such that (11.3.3) implies 
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E Ut-exp{p-^(S^.ïr»-1$'Zt(f))J * 0. (11.3.7.) 
for all £ > £0 and all 0,£,r) e RxRkx(-l,1)\S. 
Froof: Lenraias 3.3.1 and 11.3.1 imply that for each (£,r) e 
Rkx(-1,1)\N there exists a countable subset C_g(^ ,r) of R such 
that (11.3.7) holds for p fi (^ (£,7-). The proof can now easily 
be completed along the lines of the proof of theorem 3.3.4. Cf. 
exercise 2. Q.E.D. 
Let 
Ut - Yt - gt(0), 
where gt is defined by (11.2.6). Denoting 
wtfi<P,£,0- explp-^C^.H-^'Z^))}; (11.3.8) 
K,£(P>Ï>T) - expfp-^S^rJ-^'Z^))} if t > 2, 
(11.3.9) 
wt,i0>,£>O - 1 if t < 1; 
Cn,i(/»^.»-) - (V(n-p))2^
 = p + 1U tw t j i(p^,r); (11.3.10) 
Ên,i(/'.^.0 = (V(n-p))S^p+1Utwtjl(p)e,r), (11.3.11) 
Ci(p,|,-r) - lim^^E cn>^ (.p,^,r) , (11.3.12) 
where ^ is now a bounded uniformly continuous one-to-one 
mapping from R into R, it follows: 
Theorem 11.3.1. Let the conditions of theorem 11.2.2 be satis-
fied. Then 
plimn-KoCn^ (p,£,r) -c^(p,£,r). 
Under E1 and assumpticns 10.3.2 and 11.1.1* there exists an 
integer £Q and a subset S of Rk + 2 with Lebesgue measure zero 
such that for all £ > £0 and all (P,£,T) <= RxRkx(-l,1)\S, 
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Ci(P,£,r) * O, 
whereas under H0, 
C£(p,£,r) = O 
for all X. and all (p,£,r) e RxRkx(-l,l). 
Proof: This theorem follows easily from lemma 11.3.2 and 
theorems 9.4.3 and 11.2.2. Cf. exercise 3. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 11.3.1 suggests to use cn j>(p,£,r) as a basis for 
a consistent test of the null hypothesis (11.3.1) versus the 
alternative hypothesis (11.3.2). The next two lemmas establish 
the asymptotic normality of cn jj(p,£,r) under H0 . 
Lemma 11.3.3. Under the null hypothesis (11.3.1) and the con-
ditions of theorem 11.2,4, 
plimn^ffl{y(n-p)cni(/3>^,r) - (l/y(n-p))2£=1Ut [wt)i(p,£,r) 
- bi(p>Clr)'Q-1(a/aö')gt(é'*)]}=»0) (11.3.13) 
where Q1 is defined by (11.1.38) with g* defined by (11.2.7), 
and 
b2(p^,T) = l i m ^ d / n ^ ^ E wt.ji(p,e,r)(a/a.tf')gt(**). 
(11.3.14) 
Proof: Exercise 4. 
Denoting 
S22(P,^,r) = limn-+00(l/n)2°=1E Ut2{wt)/g(p,^,r) 
- b£(p,i-,T)'nil(d/d6')ët(8*))z. (11.3.15) 
it follows now from lemma 11.3.3 and the martingale central 
limit theorem 9.1.7 thac 
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Lemma 11.3.4. Under the null hypothesis (11.3.1) and the con-
ditions of theorem 11.2 4, 
7(n-p) anji(p^,r; -> m(0,sjf(p,$,r)) in distr. (11.3.16) 
for each (p,£,r) € RxRkx(-l,l) and each Z. 
Proof: Exercise 5. 
Moreover, denoting 
s&,iO>.É.O ~ <V(n-p))2^.p+1Ut2{wtfi(p,€,r) 
- bnji(p,e,r)'Q1-1(a/3Ö')It(ö)}2 (11.3.17) 
with 
- (l/(n-p))2?.p+1wtfi(p,$,r)(a/3tf')gt(?) (11.3.18) 
we have: 
Lemma 11.3.5. Under assumptions 11 .2 .1 , 11.2.2, 11.2.4 and 
11.2 .5 , 
p l i m n - ^ s ^ X p . ^ r ) . .- s /(p,£,7-)> 
regardless whether or not the null is true. 
Proof: Exercise 6. 
Our test statistic is now 
TjeO>,É,r) - anji(p,|,r) / y(ê21)i(p,?,r)). (11.3.19) 
However, before we can draw conclusions about the limiting 
behavior of T$(p, £, r) under H0 and ttx we have to address the 
question whether sj;2 (p,£, r) > 0 for all (p,£,r). The answer 
is no, i.e., if the model contains a constant term then at 
least 
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^i2(0>£,r) = O and sf (p ,0, r) - 0, 
where in the latter case O is the zero vector. If £ — 0 then 
clearly 
^t,j(P>£>r) = wt>/g(p,^,r) - exp{p-^(0)} 
and consequently 
ên.iO.É.O - exp{p-VKO)}(l/(n-p))S£,p+1Ut. 
Similarly, if p - 0 then 
èn.iCP-e.O = (V(n-p))S^p+1Ut. 
But if model (11.2.1) contains a constant term then 
2t=P+A =0 a.s., 
hence 
S22(P,Z,T) - 0. 
We may exclude this case by including p - 0 and/or £ = 0 in 
the set S. Because the new set S is then the union of the 
original set S with another set with Lebesgue measure zero, it 
still has Lebesgue measure zero. The following assumption 
guaranties that the points (p,£,r) e RxRkx(-l,l) for which 
^2Z(p >€ tT) "* 0 are indeed contained in a set with Lebesgue 
measure zero. 
Assumption 11.3.1. The process (Zt) is strictly stationary. 
There exists a stationary process (ft), where ft is defined on 
the Borel field generated by Zt.x,Zt_2,... . such that the 
random vector /ct = (f,. , (d/80)gt (0*))' has positive definite 
second moment matrix E •$+ K+ ' . 
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Lemma 11.3.6. Under assumption 11.3.1 and the conditions of 
lemma 11.3.5 there exis JS a natural number £1 such that for all 
£ > £1 the set 
Sj - {(P,?,r) e RxRkx(-l,l): s/Cp.^r) - 0} 
has Lebesgue measure zero. 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume P(Ut =0) < 1. 
Let (p,£,r) e Sf. Then 
wt(/e(p^.r) - bj,;P,t,T)'ni1(d/d9')gt(d*) a.s. 
Hence 
E{ft-wt)i(p,|,r)} = bi(p,$,r)'0-1E{(a/atf')gt(.fl*)ft} 
- E{(a/3r)gfc(ö*)A-wt)i(p^,r))) 
where 
A = O^EC (3/30')gfe(**)ft}-
Since P{f t»(3/30' )g t (0*)A) = 1 would imply tha t E/c t K t ' i s 
s ingular , i t follows from assumption 11.3.1 t ha t 
p{ft-(a/atf')gt(»*)A} < ï. 
Similarly to lemma 11.I.2 it follows now that for sufficiently 
large £, S^ has Lebesgue measure zero. Q.E.D. 
Taking the union of the former set S with the union of 
the Sj over £ > £x and denoting the new set again by S we now 
have: 
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Theorem 11.3.2. There exists a natural number ig an<i a subset S 
of Rk + 2 with Lebesgue measure zero such that for all (p,£,r) e 
RxRkx(-l,l)\S and all J> > HQ the following hold. 
(a) Under the null hypothesis, the conditions of theorem 11.2.4 
and assumption 11.3.1, we have 
7(n-p)T,g(p,£,T) -»• N(0,1) in distr. (11.3.20) 
(b) If the null is false then under assumptions 10.3.2, 
11.1.1*. 11.3.1, 11.2.1: 11.2.2, 11.2.4 and 11.2.5, 
plimn_^oy(n-p)Ti(p,|,r) - -. (11.3.21) 
In practice the exceptional set S is unknown. However, 
similarly to theorems 5.3.1, 8.4.3 and 8.4.5 we have: 
Theorem 11.3.3. Draw p and the components of £ randomly from 
continuous distributions and draw r randomly from the uniform 
(-1,1) distribution. Let i > 2Q. Then the conclusions of 
theorem 11.3.2 carry over. 
Proof: Exercise 7. 
Next we propose a slightly modified version of the test 
under review, for the very same reason as in section 5.3: 
Suppose we have chosen 
>(.) - tg_1(5(.)), where S > 0 is some constant. (11.3.22) 
Moreover, suppose that 
xt>i(r,^) = 2*;Jr -1VZL2-} (11.3.23) 
takes with high probability only large positive values. Then 
6^(xt ,g(r,£)) takes with high probability only values close to 
hn, which is the upperbound of the function V- Hence the func-
tion 
St.iCP.Ê.O = exp<p-tf(xtji(r,0)) (11.3.24) 
takes values close to exp(phir) and consequently 
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A 
But if the Ut are least squares residuals of a model with a 
constant term they sum up to zero and hence cn j>(p,£,r) will 
then be close to zero. Clearly this will destroy the power of 
the test. Therefore we propose to standardize the argument of 
tp, i.e., we propose to replace xt %(T,£) in (11.3.24) by 
xt j(r,^) defined as fo-.lows: 
xt,i(^.0 - {xt>/g(r,e) - (l/t^^Xs^Cr.O) 
/{(l/t)S^1xSji(r)e)2 - ((l/t)S5.14Sfi(r,0)2}ïi if t > 3, 
(11.3.25) 
êt.iC'.O = 0 if t < 2, 
where xt)/g(r,£) - 0 if t < 1 and defined by (11.3.24) if t > 2. 
The function wt j|(p,£,r) is thus redefined as 
wt,i</»»£>0 ~ exp(p-iKxtf^(r.O)) if t > 3, 
(11.3.26) 
wt,i</>»É.O = 1 if t < 2. 
Redefine the function wt j>(p,£', r) accordingly as 
wt.ifP.f.') ~ exp(p-^(xt:>i(r^)))> (11.3.27) 
where 
*t,-e<t,i) = txt,i(r,C) - E xt>i(r,£)}/{var(xtji(r,£))}** 
(11.3.28) 
with 
xti/gCr,?) - S ^ r J - ^ ' Z ^ } . (11.3.29) 
Then 
Theorem 11.3.4. With (11.3.26) instead of (11.3.9) and 
(11.3.27) instead of (11.3.8), all the previous results in this 
section go through. 
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Proof: Exercise 8. 
Remark 1: It is easy to verify that the results in this section 
also go throught if we use more general ARMA memory indices 
than (11.3.29). In particular, we may replace (11.3.29) by say 
*t,t(r.O - (l+r1L1 + ...+rqiLql)-1(^L+..+epiLpi)'Zt(^) 
and replace (11.3.23) by 
*tfjeO-.£) - (l+r1L1 + ...+rqiLqi)-1(?1L+..+eplLpi)'Zt(i). 
where now 
k+Pl 
r = (rlf...,rqi)' € A, ? = (^  ' , . . ,£pi ') ' e R" 
with A such that lag polynomial l+r1L1+..-+r„ L x has roots all 
outside the complex unit cir.cle, and 
Z^) = Z tW for t > 1, Zt(^ ) - 0 for t < 1. 
Remark 2: In chapter 10 we argued that the parameters r and £ 
for which 
E(Ut|zt(^,Zt(^,..) - EOJjS^rJ-^'Z^j) a.s. 
are likely to be irrational. Since this result plays a key-role 
in the proof of theorem 11.3.1, one might therefore think that 
the consistency of our test can not hold in practice as 
consistency requires irrational r and £, whereas in practice it 
is impossible to deal with irrational numbers. However, the 
functions Cjj(p ,£,r) and s"/g2(p,£,r) are continuous, and so is 
ïg^.^.r) - plimn^ .00Tig(p,£,r) - c£(p,Z ,T)/J(SJI2 (p ,£ ,r)) , 
provided s"jj2(p,£,r) > 0, hence if 
T^(p,£,r) * 0 
holds then it holds too on an open neighborhood of (P,£,T) and 
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thus also for all ratiorial (p*,£*,r*) in this neighborhood. 
Exercises: 
1. Prove (11.3.3). 
2. Complete the proof of lemma 11.3.2. 
3. Complete the proof of theorem 11.3.1. 
4. Prove lemma 11.3.3. 
5. Prove lemma 11.3.4. 
6. Prove lemma 11.3.5 
7. Prove theorem 11.3.3. 
8. Prove theorem 11.3.4. 
11.4 A consistent Hausman-type model specification test, 
The test in section 11.3 is a special case of the consis-
tent conditional moment test in section 5.3 generalized to 
ARMAX models. This suggests that it is possible to construct 
more general consistent tests along the lines of section 5.3. 
In the present section we shall now generalize the Hausman-
White test [cf. section 5.1], which is also a conditional 
moment test, to testing (non)linear ARMAX model specifications, 
on the basis of the model and asymptotic results of sections 
11.2 and 11.3. All the proof s will be lef t to the reader as 
exercises. 
Let 
Qjl(9\p,?,T) = a/<n-p)2£
 = p+1[Yt-gt(0)]2wt;i(p,£,r) 
where wt JI(P,£,T) is defined in (11.3.26). Then the weighted 
least squares estimator of 90 is defined by 
Ü£(p,t,T) e 9: Q i ( ? , e ( p , £ , r ) | p , Ê , T ) = inf t f eeQ^(tf |/>,£, r ) 
and similarly to section 5.1 we can construct a x2 test on the 
A 
basis of 0%(p,£,r) - 9. This approach, however, requires con-
ducting nonlinear least squares twice, which is a computational 
burden. Therefore we propose to approximate d%(p,£,r) by a 
single Newton-type iteration step starting from 9, i.e., we 
propose to approximate Ü$_(,p ,£ ,r) by 
H(P,Z,T) - * + B«(p,e,r)-1di(p,|,r)1 
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where 
di(/>,Ê,r) - (l/(n-p))SS,p + 1Ut(a/aö')lt(Ö)^t;i(/p,|,r) 
and 
Bi(/>,|,r) 
=(i/(n-p))s?=p+1[o/ar)it(ö)][(a/aö)gt(^)]^t)i(P)c,r). 
A 
The estimator 9%(P,£,T) is motivated by the following lemma. 
Lemma 11.4.1. Under the conditions of theorem 11.2.4, 
y(n-p)[?^(p,1e,r)-^ü] and J<.n-v)[$2(p,t,r)-e0] 
have the same limiting normal distribution. 
Proof: Exercise 1. 
Consequently, under the null hypothesis (11.3.1) a Hausman-
White test based on 9ji'p,€,r) - 6 is asymptotically equivalent 
to a Hausman-White test based on &£(P,€,T) - 9. 
Similarly to lemma 11.3.3 it can be shown that under H0, 
plimri_«0{y(n-p)d_g(;;, |, r ) 
- (l/y(n-p))25=p + 1Ut[(a/ar)gt(ö*)wtji(p,?,r) 
- B£<P,^,T)QI^(d/80')gt($*)]) = 0, 
where 
B^p.Ê.r) 
- limn^(l/n))SS=1E{[ O/ar )gt(ö)][(a/aö)gt(Ö)]wt>i(p,^,r)}. 
. A 
Thus, under H0 , y(n-p)d/g(p,|,r) is asymptotically distributed 
as 
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(l/7(n-p))2^p+1U, [ (8/88' )gt(6*)vtti<p,t,T) 
- Bi(p,?,r)n-1(a/3ö')gt(ö*)], 
The latter asymptotic distribution is multivariate normal with 
zero mean vector and asymptotic variance matrix 
SjgOvÉ.O - *£l2)(p.e,r) - Bi(/»,e,r)0;1A;e(1>(/>>f,r) 
- Ai(1)(p,C,r)n-1Bi(p,e,r) + B£(p,t,OO^O^B^p.É,r), 
where for j-1,2, 
AiJJ(p,$,r) 
=limn^(l/n))S^1E{U2[(a/3ö')gt(ö)][(a/aö)gt(ö)]wtii(p,e,r)J}. 
Since 
plimn-^B^Cp.C.r) - B^O.Ê.r) 
and since assumption 11.2.5 implies that B%(p,€,r) is nonsin-
gular [cf. exercise 2], it follows: 
Theorem 11.4.1. Under the conditions of theorem 11.2.4, 
J(n-v)[8ji(p,£,T)-J0] •* N.jO.A^p.Ê.r)] in distr., 
for all (/?,£,r) e RxRk>(-1,1), where m is the dimension of #n 
and 
Ai(p,£,r) = B^.É.O^A/^p.É.OBjCp.É.r)- 1 
- a-1Ai(1)(p,C,r)B/g(p,|,r)-1 - B^p.É , r ) " ^ / 1 > (/»,£, r)Q"1 
+ o^o;1. 
Proof: Exercise 3. 
Next, let 
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Ag(p,£,r) - BjCp.É.O^A/^Cp.É.OB^p.É.r)-1 
- Q-1Ai(1)(p,^,r)Bi(p,e;r)-1 - Bg(p,i,r)"1Ai(x><p,£,r)Ó;x 
where for j-1,2, 
AiJ)(p,^,r) 
=(i/(n-p))s°=p+1E{ut2[(a/ar)f£(0][(a/aö)it(ö)]^tii(p,e,r)M. 
Then 
Theorem 11.4.2. Under assumptions 11.2.1, 11.2.2, 11.2.4 and 
11.2.5, 
plimn-KoA^Cp.^.r) - A^g(p,|,r) 
Moreover, under the additional assumptlon 11.3.1 there exists 
a natural number ix such that for all SL > it the set 
Sj - {</>,£,O e RxRkx(-l,l): det[A,g(p,£rr)]=0} 
has Lebesgue measure zero. 
Proof: Exercise 4. 
The latter result is analogous to lemma 11.3.6 and also it 
proof is almost the saiiie. Again, note that theorem 11.4.2 does 
not require that H0 is true. Of course, in that case Ajj(p,.£,r) 
is no longer the variance matrix of the limiting distribution 
of y(n-p)[^(p,^,r)^0]. 
Next we consider the case where H0 is false. Denote 
d£(p,?,r) = limn^00(l/n))S^=1E[Ut(a/aö')gt(Ö)wtji(p,e,r)] 
Similarly to theorem 11.3.1 it follows that under Hx and the 
stationarity condition there exists a natural number i0 and a 
subset S of Rk + 2 with Lebesgue measure zero such that for all 
(p,£,r) e RxRkx(-l,l)\S and all 2 > i0 , 
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di(/>,!,0 * 0. 
Since 
?i(p,£»r) - plimn^J^ (p.Ê.r) = 0* + BjgCp, É.O^djgCp.É.r) 
and Bjj(p,£,r) is nonsingular for all (p,£,r) e RxRkx(-l,l) and 
all &, it therefore follows: 
Theorem 11.A.3. Under Hx , assumptions 10.3.2 and 11.1.1* and 
the conditions of theorem 11.2.2 there exists a natural number 
20 such that for all 2 > i2 the sets 
Si - {(/>,£,O e RxRkx(-l,l) : ?j>(p,£,0 = 0*} 
have Lebesgue measure zero. 
Proof: Exercise 5. 
Denoting 
i0 -max<i1/i2), S = u ^ (SiUSj), 
Hi(p,^,r).-(n-p)[?i(/>,?,r>-?]'Ai(p,$,r)-1[?i(pfe,T)-?], 
it follows now from theorems 11.4.1, 11.4.2 and 11.4.3, 
Theorem ll.A-.A. There exists a natural number i0 and a subset S 
of Rk+2 with Lebesgue measure zero such that for all (p,£,r) e 
RxRkx(-l,l)\S and all 2 > £0 the following hold. 
(a) Under the null hypothesis, the conditions of theorem 11.2.4 
and assumption 11.3.1, we have 
Hi(p,£,T) - Xm ia distr. 
(b) If the null is false then under assumptions 10.3.2, 
11.1.1*. 11.3.1, 11.2.1, 11.2.2, 11.2.4 and 11.2.5, 
A 
pl±mT]r^0Eji(p,$,T) = oo. 
Finally, we note that remarks 1 and 2 in section 11.3 
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also apply to the present test, and that similarly to theorem 
11.3.3 we have: 
Theorem 11.4.5. Draw p and the components of £ randomiy from 
continuous distributions and draw r randomiy from the uniform 
(-1,1) distribution. Let & > i0 . Then the conclusions of 
theorem 11.4.4 carry over. 
Exercïses: 
1. Prove lemma 11.4.1. 
2. Why is the nonsingularity of Bji(p,£,r) implied by assumption 
11.2.5 ? 
3. Prove theorem 11.4.1 
4. Prove theorem 11.4.2 
5. Prove theorem 11.4.3 
11.5 An autocorrelation test 
In this section we briefly discuss a test for first or 
higher order autocorrelation of the errors Ut of model 
(11.2.1). The null hypothesis is still H0 defined by (11.3.1), 
but instead of (11.3.2) we consider the less general alterna-
tive 
H£r): cov(Ut,Ut.j i * 0 for some j e {1,2,..,r}. 
The reason for considering the problem of testing H0 against 
H^r) is threefold. First,in traditional times analysis most 
tests for model specification test the null hypothesis of 
white noise errors against an alternative of the type H{ r ). 
Second, such a test is rather easy to construct, and its con-
struction is a very useful exercise that highlights the essence 
of the approach in the previous sections. Third, severe model 
misspecification will likely be covered by H^r> for r suffi-
ciently large. Therefore we advocate to conduct the test below 
first, as a pretest of model misspecification. If H0 is rejec-
ted in favor of H^r) there is no need to conduct a consistent 
test. However, since H>r} may be false while H0 is false, not 
rejecting H0 in favor of H^r) does not provide sufficiënt evi-
dence that H0 is true In that case the consistent tests in 
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sections 11.3 and 11.4 should be used in order to verify 
whether H0 is true or not. 
The test involved can simply be based on the statistic 
a = (l/(n-r-p))S°=r+p+1UtVt. 
where 
Ut - Yt - lt(ê), 
wi th g t de f ined by ( 1 1 . 2 . 6 ) , and 
Vt = (Vt_lt...,}Jt.r)'. 
Let 
Ut = Yt - g t <**) , 
where gt is defined by (11.2.5) and 9* is defined in assump-
tion 11.2.2, and let 
Vfc - (Ut_,,..„,Ut..r)'. 
We r e c a l l t h a t under H0 , 8*=60 . Denoting 
A - A - B iÖ^Ba ' - B 2 n ï 1 B 1 ' + B1nï1Q2QÏ 1 B 1 ' , 
A A A A " A A A . A A A . A A . A 
A - A - B 1 Qi 1 B 2 ' - B 2 Oï 1 B 1 ' + B1ü'11ÜzQ'l1B1' , 
with 
Bx = l i m n ^ 0 ( l / ( n - r - p ) ) S » . r + p + l E t V t ( 3 / a t f ) g t ( * * ) ] . 
B2 - l i m n ^ 0 ( l / ( n - r - p ) ) S ^ r + p + 1 E [ U 2 V t ( a / a ö ) g t ( ö * ) ] , 
A - l i n i n ^ 0 ( l / ( n - r - p ) ) S ° = r + p + 1 E [ U 2 v t V t ' ] 
B \ - ( l / ( n - r - p ) ) ^
 = r + p + 1 E [ V t O / 3 Ö ) i t ( ö ) ] , 
B2 = ( l / ( n - r - p ) ) 2 ^ . r + p + 1 E [ l ^ V t ( a / a t f ) g t ( ? ) ] , 
A - ( l / ( n - r - p ) ) 2 ? . r + p + 1 E [ U | V t V t ' ] , 
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the test statistic involved is now 
A 
ar = (n-r-p)c'A' c. 
Theorem 11.5.1. Let det^A) * 0. 
(a) Under the null hypothesis (11.3.1) and assumptions 11.2.1 
through 11.2.5 we have 
a.r -+ Xi in distr 
(b) Under E[x) and the assumptions 11.1.1*, 11.2.1, 11.2.2, 
11.2.4 and 11.2.5 we have 
plimn_Moar - oo. 
Proof: The details of the proof are left as exercises. Below we 
only give the main steps of the argument. 
First, under the conditions of part (b) of- the theorem we have 
plimn-KoC * 0. (11.5.1) 
Next, let the conditions of part (a) hold. Let ct be the i-th 
component of c. By the mean value theorem there exists a mean 
value A 0 ( i ) satisfying |A0(*'-0O |<|*9-9Q \ such that 
at - (l/(n-r-p))S^r+E + 1[Yt-gt(ö0)][Yt.i-ft.i(ö0)J 
- {(l/(n-r-p) )2£.r+p+1 [Yt -gt (*< * >) ][ (8/38)^., (*< * >) ] 
+ (l/(n-r-p))S°,r+p+1[(3/a^)gt(A(i))][Yt.i-gt.i(A(i))]} 
x(A-^0) 
Since 
plimn-^f (l/7(n-r-p))S£=r + p + 1 [Yt -gt (90 ) ] [Yt_i--gt.i(60 ) ] 
- (l/J(n-x-p)^mr + v + lVtT3t.t) = 0, 
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plimn^0(l/(n-r-p))S°=r+p+1[Yt-gt(ö(i))][(a/a^)It.i(ö(i))] 
= plimn^o(l/(n-r-p))S^r+p+1Ut(3/aö)gt-i(Ö0) - 0., 
plimn^00(l/(n-r-p))S° = r + ? + 1[(a/aö)lt(^<i))][Yt.i-It.i(^i))] 
- plimrl^0(l/(n-r-p))S°,r+p+1Ut.i(a/a(?)gt(öo) 
and 
plimn^oo{y(n-r-p)(ö-ö0) 
- (i/y(n-r-P))i?.r+p+1uto;1(a/atf»)gt(tf0)} - o 
it follows now that 
plimn-+a)(y(n-r-p)c 
- (l/y(n-r-p))S^r+p+1Ut[Vt-B1Qi1(a/aö')gt(ö0)]} - 0 , 
hence by theorem 9.1.7, 
y(n-r-p)c - Nr[0,A] in distr. (11.5.2) 
Finally, we have 
plimn-^ ojA = A. (11.5.3) 
Combining (11.5.1), (11.5.2) and (11.5.3), the theorem follows. 
Q.E.D. 
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